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E8-H
Lamp

Lamps

Weight: 1.2 lbs. [0.5 kg]

12 Volts AC with integral driver (9-15V input, dimmable 
below 9V).  Remote transformer required.

Tempered soda lime glass.

All brass components.  1/8” [3mm] thick brass housing.

The E8-H is an unobtrusive, low-voltage, hanging fixture.  Its minimalist design 
brings attention to the lamp’s effect, not to the fixture itself.  The E8-H takes
advantage of LED modules that can produce 10° - 50° beam spreads with 
three field-changeable optics.

Construction

Lens

Voltage

Mounting
Accessories

__ TDM1

__ TDM2-__

__ TDM2SS-__

__ TDM3

__ TDM4

__ TMJB-__

__ TMJBX

Brass tree/deck mount with stainless 
steel screws
Brass tree mount with nylon strap (48, 
72, or 96”)
Brass tree mount with stainless steel 
strap (48, 72, or 96”)
Brass low-profile deck/wall mount 
(SA accessory recommended)
Brass low-profile tree mount with notch 
for wire (SA accessory recommended)
Brass tree-mounted junction box, single 
fixture mount, stainless steel strap (48, 
72, or 96”)
Brass tree-mounted junction box, single 
fixture mount, stainless steel screws

Cree XP-E LED
2 Watt Amber (1350K)
Triac Dimmable: 50%

__ 2W-A-SP
__ 2W-A-NFL
__ 2W-A-FL

10° spot
30° narrow flood
50° flood

Cree XP-G LED
3 and 4 Watt
Warm White (3000K)
Triac Dimmable: 50%

__ 3W-SP
__ 3W-NFL 
__ 3W-FL

10° spot
30° narrow flood
50° flood

__ 4W-SP
__ 4W-NFL 
__ 4W-FL

10° spot
30° narrow flood
50° flood

Supplied with 20” stainless steel cable, 36” lead wire, and 
1/2” male fitting for mounting accessory.  Or the cable can 
be removed and the fixture hung directly by its loop.

Mounting

Finish: Unfinished is standard; no specification required.  The fixture will 
weather to a natural patina.  The patina process is natural with brass and copper.  
Rate of patina and eventual color is dependent upon climate and proximity to 
the ocean.  Thus, Beachside does not guarantee any specific appearance.

__ BGS8F
__ FR8
__ HL8
__ PR8
__ RT8

Brass glare shield, full cutoff
Frosted lens
Honeycomb louver, 1/8” [3mm] thick
Prismatic spread lens
Rectilinear spread lens

Optical
Accessories

3.3" [8.3cm]

4.5" [11.5cm]

Ø1.6" [4.2cm]

TDM2 Mounting
Accessory
(optional)

MOUNTING EXAMPLE:

TDM2 strapped to tree branch

E8-H with 
BGS8F, 4W

E8-H with 
2W


